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CHAPTER 3

National Bureau Measures of Cyclical Behavior
This study uses extensively the National Bureau technique of de-scribing and measuring the cyclical behavior of economic data.When we wish to know, for example, how regularly inventories itduring business expansions and fall during contractions we use theBureau'smeasure of 'conformity'. When we wish to know whethercycles in manufacturers' inventories generally reach their peabbefore or after general business activity, or before or after manu-facturing production or sales we use its measure of 'timing'. Whenwe wish to know how wide the cyclical swings of inventoriesarecompared with those of production or shipments we computemeasures of 'amplitude' according to the Bureau's

method. And
so on.

The National Bureau measures of cyclical behavior, togetherwith elaborate tests, are described in detail in Measuring Busine.0
Cycle:. Close students of business cycles arc referred to that voltime. Other readers will need a brief description of the Bureau'sstatistical techniques if they are to understand

the methods andconclusions of this study. This chapter attempts to meet that need.'
It relies heavily on Chapter 2 of Measuring

Business Cycles. In-
deed, entire pages of that chapter and all the illustrative tables are
reprinted below. Verbal alterations have been made in some sec-
tions because of the difference lfl Context, and some material has
been added.

The description in Chapter 2 of Measuring
Business Cyclesap-

plies in detail only to the measures made from data reported byThe measures uted by the Bureau are not complicated, h,t they are numcr

ous. The reader would probably do well to read this chapter once, then refer
back to relevant scctjon as the results of particular measurements are Wt

forth.
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months. In the absence of monthly data, we often have to use
quarterly or annual data, and this is especially true of this study.
Annual data, nioteover, come in various forms: as aggregates or
averages for calendar or fiscal years, and as values for a certain
month or day, the latter notably in financial data based on end
of year balance sheets of corporations. We therefore supplement
the description of the procedures applied to monthly data with an
explanation of the methods followed when the figures are for
calendar years or single dates. Fiscal year data are not treated,
since the procedures are identical with those applied to calendar
year series, except that the chronology of business cycle turns is for
a fiscal instead of a calendar year. Nor are the measures applied
to quarterly data described, since they closely resemble the meth-
ods used for monthly data. Readers interested in the minor differ-
ences will find them described in Meaiuring Business Cycles, pp.
197-202.

The results from annual data are not nearly as accurate as those
from monthly or quarterly data. Yet annual data can yield very
useful information. But if they are to be more helpful than mis-
leading, their limitations must be known and respected. The latter
part of this chapter is, therefore, devoted to a brief discussion ol
the differences to be expected when the figures arc annual instead
of monthly or quarterly.

i Description of the Measure?
REFERENCE DATES, REFERENCE CYCLES, AND SPECIFIC CYCLES

To learn how different economic proces behave in respect of
business cycles, their movements must be observed during the re-
vivals, expansions, recessions, and contractions in general business
activity. Before we can begin observing we must mark off these
periods. To that end we constructed a table of 'reference dates',
showing the months and years when business cycles reached
troughs and peaks. These dates were based first upon the business
annals compiled for the National Bureau by Willard L. Thorp;
then we refined, tested, and at need amended the dates by studying
statistical series. These turning points of the cyclical movements in

This section largely, though not entirely, duplicates Chapter 2 of Measur-
ing Business Cycles.



general business activity can be made more precise as the field coy.ered by statistics expands. Hence we have more confidence inthe later than in the earlier dates. Table 4 sets forth the National
Bureau standard reference dates for the United States Since 1853.

TABLE 4
Reference Dates, United States, 1853-1939

I'ISCAL Yt4
(SlIDINGMOSCTHLY QUASTSaLY CALENDAS YFA ;uir ro)Peak Trough Peak Trough Peak Trough Peak Trough

Dec. *854 4Q i8 1855June *837 Dec. i88 *Q *857 4Q .88 ,86 88Oct. ,86o June *86, Q ,86o Q *86* .86o .86,Apr. 1865 Dec. 1867 iQ .865 iQ i868 I86 1867June iS6g Dec. i8o sQ 1869 4Q u8o 1869 1870 .869 '8,tOct. *873 M*r. 1879 Q ,Q iScj i8 *878 1873 *078Mar. 188a May ,88 ,Q i38a tQ i88 '88* i88 '88* ,sMat. ,88 Apr. *888 aQ 1887 Q 1888 1887 1888 188yJuly .890 May iSgi Q i890 aQ iSp, ,8go i8p, 1890 9gJan. 1894 June 1894 iQ ,8g zQ 1894 iSp,, 1894 *893 1894Dec. ,8g June t8g 4Q .894 aQ 1897 i8py, ,8g6 i8g6 *897June 1899 Dec. Igoo Q *699 4Q .poo '899 1900 9o0 1901Sept. 1902 Aug. 10 4Q igoa Q 1904 1905 1904 190 l90_4May June *908 aQ aQ 1908 tpo 194)33 1907 190Jan. 19*0 Jan. *912 *Q 1910 4Q 1911 1910 1911 1910 19*1Jan. 1913 Dcc. 1914 ,Q *913 4Q 1Q14 'P'S 1914 1913 *915AUg. 1Q18 Apr. 1919 Q igi8 sQ 'Q'Q 1918 1919 'g,S 'g,Jan. 19*0 Sq'I. 19*1' ,Q 9*0 3Q 19*1 19*0 1921 19*0 1922May 1913 July 1Q24 aQ 19*3 Q 19*4 1923 19*4 *9*3 lg4Oct. 'ps6 Dec. *927' SQ .ga6 4Q *927 'giG ,gs *927 .9*8June 1919 Mar. ip aQ 1929 Q ,g '9*9 1932 19*9 1933May ig May '938' *Q ig sQ 1938 1937 *938 ipy *939Soorce: Measuring Bwinej, Cyclej Table i6. p. 78.
The following reference datea have been revised by thr Nt io,,aj Bueu since the computat.ons in (his study were complc(e.J: Sept. 1921 to july 1921; Dcc. 1927 to Nov. 1927;May 198 to June 'p5.

After eliminating seasonal variations we divide the series into
segments marked off by reference troughs. Since each segmentspans an interval between SUCCCSSjVC reference tmughs we call it a'reference cycle segment', or 'reference cycle' for brcvity. Next wecompute the average of the monthJy values during each 'referencecyde' and convert the data into percentages of this base; these per-centages are called 'reference cycle relatives'. The application of aunijorp set of dates to all series, and the rcductjoii of the originaldata expre&d in diverse units to relatives of their average valuesduring the periods thus marked off, put all the materjah into corn-
We find it Convenient to use the term 'refe,-rnce cycle' in two sense*: firit,to denote the section of a tinie serj betw the dates of successjv refer.ence troughs (or peaks); second, to denote the interval between succeuivctroughs (or peaks). The meaning should be obvious from the context.

42
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parable form and enable us to see how different processes behave
during successive business cycles.

length is of the same order as that of business cycles. We call the
cyclical movements peculiar to a series its 'specific cycles'. In most
series the dates of the troughs and peaks of the specific cycles are

Next, we look in every series for wavelike movements whose

fairly dear, but in some series they are obscured by erratic fluctua-
tions. We mark off the specific cycles by the dates of their turning
points as well as we can, compute the average value of the monthly
data during each cycle, and convert the monthly data into 'specific
cycle relatives' which correspond in every respect to the refer-
ence cycle relatives, except that they show movements during the
cycles in the series itself.

One complication requires attention at this point. Most series
studied in connection with business cycles tend to rise during ex-
pansions of general business and to fall during contractions. They I

have what we call 'positive' cycles. Many series, however, have
'inverted' cycles, that is, they tend to fall during business expan-
sions and rise during contractions. Such 'inverted' series are espe-
cially numerous among manufacturers' inventories. The specific
cycles in 'positive' series are treated as units running from trough
to trough, those in 'inverted' series are treated as units running
from peak to peak.

We distinguish between 'positive' and 'inverted' series in the
following manner. If a series typically moves in the same direction

as general business activity over a larger portion of a reference

cycle than it moves in the opposite direction, we treat the series as
'positive'.' In the opposite case we treat it as 'inverted'. If a series
typically rises from the middle of a reference expansion to the
middle of a reference contraction, or from the middle of contrac-
tion to the middle of expansion, we call the series 'neutral', but we
arbitrarily analyze the specific cycles on a 'positive' basis, that is,

as units running from trough to trough. The same procedure is

followed in the case of series whose movements have no regular
relation to business cydes.

We illustrate our procedure for a positive series. We chose coke

'We measure the size of the portion in terms of the 9 reference stages' into
which each reference cycle is divided; see below.
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production because it is a relatively short series and presents few 
of the complications we ordinarily encounter (Table 5). The sea
sonally adjusted figures are plotted on Chart I, which shows also 
the turning points of business cycles and of the cycles in coke pro
duction. The average monthly production of coke during its first 
complete cycle, November I g I 4 to IVIay I gIg, was 4,246,ooo short 
tons. With that figure as a base, the monthly values in Table 5 for 
the months covered by this cycle are converted into specific cycle 
relatives. The first reference cycle covered by this series runs from 
December I g I 4 to April I gIg. Average monthly output was 
4,305,000 short tons, and on this base we compute the first set of 
reference cycle relatives. During the second specific cycle, May 
I9I9 to July I92I, average monthly output was 3,565,000 short 
tons; during the second reference cycle, April I gIg to September 
I 92 I, it was 3,4 I 7 ,ooo short tons. These figures arc the bases upon 
which relatives are computed for the second specific and the sec
ond reference cycle. The turning points shown on Chart I mark 
off three more specific and three more reference cycles, for each of 
which we compute cycle relatives. In' annual series the cycle bases 
are computed by striking averages including all the years from one 

TABLE 5 
Coke Production 

(thousands of short tons) 

Year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. NoL Dec. 

1914 2973 3147 3476 3364 2940 2897 2991 2927 2797 2531 2193 2348 
1915 2281 2555 2675 2897 2990 3410 3613 3873 3959 4320 4·175 4553 

1916 4381 4564 455·! 4425 4581 4581 4392 4667 4684 4655 4!193 •H99 
1917 4664 4523 4672 4720 4693 4778 4731 4611 4693 4.o42 4577 4452 
1918 3855 3957 4415 4639 .j801 4941 ;,228 5067 5033 5017 4844 4730 
1919 .pti3 ·ll2fi 3773 333.) 2977 3173 3777 3987 3943 3157 3600 3624 
1920 •!329 .j261 43Go s885 4031 4299 4412 4536 4520 4496 4284 3971 

1921 3314 2886 2203 1855 186o 1679 LH>7 1037 1719 2076 2231 233g 

1922 2:191 2512 2658 2798 2979 3180 J0~8 2.ps 2927 3038 4145 4342 
1923 4650 4695 4853 5174 5250 5216 507G 4901 46.p 4362 4132 4107 

1924 4278 4•1\J:l 4386 4'99 3581 3108 2923 29:l6 3132 3466 3596 4182 

1925 4599 4458 4259 420.! 3950 3900 3804 3838 4102 4333 4836 5087 

1926 52·l·i 5280 4746 4719 46·!3 4635 4721 4606 4578 4604 4665 4495 

1927 4471 4426 4521 4553 4389 4320. .p~ 19 4219 4112 4027 g887 3991 

1928 42•!9 4348 4276 43ti5 4450 4·P3 .j2illi •DH 4332 4524 4569 4688 

1929 4822 4798 4889 5005 5250 5311 :~:l{i l 5295 5000 4961 4761 4502 

1930 4441 4480 4387 4562 4400 4316 o~o.p 3817 3579 3480 3280 3193 

1931 3195 3193 3187 3266 3167 2870 2682 2522 2396 2403 2356 2277 

1932 2150 2174 2037 1948 1761 1619 1586 1522 1598 1741 1817 1846 

1933 t853 1819 1664 1720 1948 2363 2928 3°:.!9 ~ i->U~) 2,-);)~) 2.j.j:l 252~{ 

Adjusted for seasonal variations. The original data come from Mineral Resources of the 
United States (Bureau of Mines, 1925), Part II, p. 545, and later annual numbers (now 
called Minerals Yearbook). 
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trough to the next. The initial and terminal troughs, however1
weighted one-half each and the intervening values one each.

The specific cycle relatives constitute the basis for what tl
Bureau calls 'S' tables. Five such tables are prepared; samp1 of
them, together with explanations of their construction are re.
printed here as Tables 6-io. In the same way the reference cycle
relatives are the basis for three or four 'R' tables, samples of which
are reprinted here as Tables it -14.
TIMING AND LENGTH OF SPECIFIC CYCLES

The reference dates measure the length of business cycles and of
their expansions and contractions. The dates of the turns in a given
series yield similar measures of its cycles. By comparing the turning
dates of specific cycles with the reference dates, we determine the
number of months by which the troughs and peaks in the serj
precede or follow the reference troughs and peaks.'

These procedures are illustrated in Table 6. After the speci&cycles have been marked off, the dates of the turning points are
entered in column i. The reference dates with which the specificcycle turns are compared are entered in columns 3 and . The dif-
ferences in months between the turning dates of the specific cycleand the reference dates are then entered in columns 2 and 4. The
durations of the specific cycles and their phases are shown in col-umns 6 to 8. The differences between the durations of specificcycles and corresponding reference cycles arc shown in columnsto ii. Finally, in columns 12 and 13 the lengths of the specific cyclephases are expressed as percentages of the lengths of full cycles.5The timing of the turns of specific cycles when measured from
For series treated invertecily (see above), troughs are matched with refer-ence peaks, and peaks with reference troughs.
These procedures are simple and straightfoa in th case of a seriessuch as coke production in which every specific cycle can be matched with aclosely concurrent reference cycle on a 'one to one' basis. If a series siips areference cycle, however, or goes through two cycles of its own while busi-ness is going through one, it is often puzzling to decide which of two speciliccycle turns should be matched with a given rekrencc turn, or which of tworeference turns should be matched with a given specific cycle turn, orwhether no comparisons at all should be made. Th procedure by whichthese choices are made has been reduced, as far as possible to an objectiveand mechanicaJ basis. The rules and an explanation of then, are set forthin Measuthg Business Cycle:, pp. 's6 if.
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MTI$ OW
_1w1c ccls

I

TABLE 6

Sample of Table Si: Timing and Length of Specific Cycles
Coke Production

'B
2.

(i)

47

11/14
11/14-7/18- 5/19
/i,4/ao /*i

7/iI-s/I3 7/24
7/14-*/2511/*7
iI/l7.-7/lp-8i*

Avenge deviation

annual data is necessarily crude. The year of the specific cycle turn
may be compared with the year of the corresponding reference
cycle turn or the midpoint of the year of the specific cycle turn with
the midpoint of the corresponding monthly reference cycle turn.
For single-date series, the latter method involves a comparison of
turns on that date with the corresponding monthly reference turns.
Both theoretical expectation and experiment support the view that
the second method is better (see Sec. 2 below).

It is a characteristic of timing measures made from annual data,
however, that the measures for individual turns have little value
in themselves. They are used only to establish an average timing
relation for several cycles. The National Bureau does not make
such comparisons or compute averages unless the series con.forms
well to business cycles and at least a dozen specific and reference
turns can be compared. In one class of cases, however, we did not
adhere to these rules. When preparing tables combining the tim-
ing behavior of ten groups of manufacturing industries, we noted
every comparison possible in each individual series. But the results
are used only to help establish the timing characteristics that are
applicable to manufacturing as a whole, not the differences that
may characterize the behavior of the individual groups (the valid-
ity of our procedure. is discussed further in Sec. 2 below).

The length of specific cycles based on annual data is measured
in the same way as of those based on monthly data. For the former,
however, columns 9-11 of Table 6 are omitted.

TIMING AT 1EEEENCZ
Peak Trough

Lead() Lcad()
or or

lag (+) Ref. lag (-4-) Ref.
months peak months trough

(a) (s) () (5)

% or
LENGTH OF CTCLICAI. MOVEMENTS (Mo.) LENGTH OFsncznc

Excess over ref. CYCLES

Specic cycles cycles
Exp.Contr. Cycle Exp. contr. cycle Eip.Couti.
(6) (7) (8) (o) (so) (it) (si) (ig)

t 11/14
8/i8 +1 4/59 44 tO 54 0 +2 +1 81 19

+ 5/So 9/li 15 ii *6 +6 9 g 58 41
0 5/s3 0 71*4 25 14 g6 +* o +2 6a 398 io/s6 11/17 19 21 40 +7 * 48 51

+s 6isg 7 3/33 20 37 57 +2 8 6 65

0.1 -I.7 *4.0 t8.6 42.6 +0.4 i.6 57 43

3.4 5.9 8.0 8.3 50.3 3.5 .5 i.6 II 52
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MEASURING SPECIFIC CYCLE AMPLITUDE
Amplitude is measured by the rise of the specific cycle elativfrom the initial trough of a cycle to the peak and of the fall frthe peak to the terminal trough. To diminish the influenceofdom factors, we use 3-month averages centered on the trough andpeaks. Of course, the amplitudes express the rise and fall peicentages of the average value of the series during each cycle.Table 7 gives these amplitude measures in three forms. Colw2-4 show the 3-month averages of the specific cycle relatives cen-tered on the initial trough, peak and terminal trough. Colwm-7, obtained from columns 2-4, show the rise from trough topeak, the fall from peak to trough, and the total rise and fall. Col-umns 8-jo, obtained by dividing the figures in columns 5-7 ofTable 7 by the corresponding duration figures, columns 6-8 ofTable 6, show the amplitudes per month.

TABLE 7Sample of Table S2: Amplitude of Specific CyclesCoke Production

CHAPTER TRgp

Amplitude measures for annual data arc made in the samefashion as for monthly data. The standings in columns 2-4 ofTable 7, however, are based on the years (or single dates) mark-ing the cyclical turns.
MEASURING SECULAR MOVEMENTSOur method of computing cycle relatives as percentages of theaverage value during a specific or a reference

cycle eliminatesfrom the original data what we call the 'inter-cycle' portion of thesecular trend. We do not try to eliminate the 'intra-cycle' portion,
because we wish to reproduce as faithfully as may be the 'cyclical
units' of actual economic experience.

DATES OF
s?zaPIc cvcxlS

Trougb.Peak.Trough

3-Mo. Av. IN SPCDIC
CIII F RELATI ES

CFNTEEED ON
ler-1niIiI II1inI.

trough I'ek trough

AMPIIlliflEor

RueRue Fill i 1I1

P1.L MO.
AMPLnUDIO,

RitrRue alI &f&fl
11/14-7/18-- 5./19 55.5 119.6 74.5 64.1 45.! 109.2 1.5 4.5 2.0
5/19-8/20- 7/2! 88.7 125.9 45.0 37.2 80.9 118.1 2.5 7.4 4.5
7/21-5/23- 7/24 44.3 144.0 8.6 99.7 t6i.y 4. 4.5
7/24-2/26-I 1/27 69.4 118.2 92.! 48.8 26.! 74.9 2.6 1.2 1.9

I 1/27-7/29- 8/32 105.5 141.6 417 36.! 99.9 136.0 1.8 2.7 2.4
Average

72.7 129.9 67.2 57.2 62.7 119.9 2.6 4.0 31
Average deviation '9.5 70.4 19.1 ig.8 22.2 23.0 o.8 1.7 1.2
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11/14-7/IS- 5/19
1ig-8/to- 7/21

7/21-5/23- 7/14
7/24-1/26-11/27

l)/27-7/ts- 8/32
Average
Avenge deviation
Weighted average

TABLE 8
Sample of Table S3: Secular Movements

Coke Production

49

Table 8 throws into rdief the secular component of the specific
cycles. Columns 2 and 3 show the average values of the seasonally
adjusted data during the phases of specific cycles. Column 4 shows
the average values during full specific cycles, the values on which
the specific cycle relatives are based. Column 5 shows the per-
centage change from the average standing during a contraction
to the average during the following expansion, and column 6 shows
the percentage change from the average standing during an ex-
pansion to the average during the following contraction. Column
7 shows the percentage change from the average standing during
one full specific cycle to that during the next. And column 8 re-
duces the measures in column 7 to a per month basis, the divisor
being the numberof months from the midpoint of one cycle to the
midpoint of the next.

DAlES OF
spacinG cvci.rs % cce % CHANGE FROM

AV. MONThLY FROM PEPCFI)- PIFCFOINC CYCIF ON RMC OF.0 .0 FrANGING INC PHASk Preceding Ar. of given
.Mo o (000 siirnt tons) Contr. i q-cle & preceding cycle
U

j.. n. . Exp. Contr. Cycle to exp. to cooir. Total Per mU. Tout Per mU.

(i) (2) () (4) (f,) (6) (7) (8) (g) (io)
4193 4479 4146 .. +7 .. - -.
3906 3O9 3565 -I$ 21 -,6 -0.40 --17 -0.42
3)71 4526 3620 +2 +S6 -Fa +0.06 +2 +o.o6
4107 4488 4307 +9 +19 +o.So +17 +0.45
4577 35)9 3760 +2 -27 -13 -0.27 -14 -0.29

-3.0 -0.06
11.5 0.50

o.o8

Column g is the same as column 7 except that the percentages
are based on the average of the two cycles being compared instead
of on the first cycle. This shift of method frees the percentages
from secular 'bias' and permits us to strike averages for all cycles.
Column io bears the same relation to column 9 as column 8 bears
to column 7. The weighted average at the bottom of column to is
obtained by weighting the entries by the intervals between the mid-
points of successive cycles.

In the case of annual data the average standings during expan-
sions and contractions, columns 2 and 3, include all years from
one turn to the next. The values at the turns, however, are weighted
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one-half each. Similarly, the average standing for the full cycle
column , includes all the years from trough to trough. Tbe i,.
itial and terminal trough values, however, are weighted one-ha
each, intervening values one each. The other measures in Table 8are prepared in the same way for monthly and annual data.
CYCLICAL PATTERNS

To depict the behavior of a series during the course of its cycles in
more detail than in Table 7, each cycle is divided into nine stage.
Stage I covers the three months centered on the initial trough1stage V the three months centered on the peak, and stage IX thethree months centered on the terminal trough. Stages 1IIV co
successive thirds of the expansion, and stages VI-Vili succjvethirds of the contraction. By averaging the specific cycle relativefor the months included in each stage we get 'specific cycle pet-tems' (Table ).

TABLE 9
Sample of Table S4: Specific Cycle Patterns

Coke Production
ASUACE IN SPSCIFIC CYCLE !nAtIves AT STAGEIf UI IV V Vt VII 'I1I IXDATES OP ow.

mc.
SPECIPIC

mu. ceo.. Erred EXPANSION ceo- NTION Erredn on tried onte.2 g 2 initial First Nfith]Ie Last on First Middf Last tninal
c, l- trough third third third Iseak third third third trough(I) () (4) (s is (7 () (9) (to)/i 8i.g 108.0 107.1 'iy.6 '.8.7 Iis.6 88.,5/lg-.8/_ 7/aa 88.7 Ioi.a 110.9 117.8 ia 868 50.4 45.0

7/*l-/i_ 7/24 44.3 58.8 78.9 124.3 144.o 137.o 1)8.1 81669.4 8j.8 .o6 ii8.z 108.3 105.2 99.0 92.1
II/t7-.7/2 8/st 105.3 113.8 118.4 I35. 141.6 122.4 86.2 41.7Average 7'.? 88.o 102.3 117.7 129.9 125.2 101.8 79.8 67.2
Aserage deviat00 19.3 15.6 12.! &g 10.4 6.g ,,. *1.3 19.1

We make 'reference cycle patterns' on a similar plan except thatwe mark off nine stages on the basis of the turning dates in generalbusiness. By dividing each reference cycle into nine segments, wereveal the behavior of economic processes from stage to stage ofbusiness cycles. Table ii, Presenting the reference cycle patterns,differs from Table in only two respects: the troughs and peaksare taken from the standard list of reference dates instead of fromthe turning points of specific cycles, and the entries are expressedin units of reference cycle instead of specific cycle relatives.
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Additional information concerning cyclical patterns is supplied
by Tables 10 and 12. Table 10, obtained by dividing the differ-
ences between successive figures on each line in Table 9 by the
number of months from the middle of one specific cycle stage to
the middle of the next stage, shows the rate of change from one
stage of specific cycles to the next. Table 12, made from Table i I
just as Table io is made from Table g, shows the rate of change
from one stage of reference cycles to the next.

When compelled to use annual data our procedure is simpler.
The cyclical patterns of Tables 9 and ii are made on a five- in-
stead of a nine-stage basis, but to avoid confusion we call these
stages I, HI, V, VII, and IX. The standings at stages I, V, and IX

TABLE I 1

Sample of Table Ri: Reference Cycle Patterns
Coke Production

I
AVERAGE IN REFERENCE CYCLE RELATIVES AT STAGE

II UI IV V VI VII VIII IX
DATES OF 3100. 3100.

LEIUI.NC1 CI CLES CEO- 3 100. cen-

.14

2
k o. I-

tered
on

initial
trough

EXPANSION

First Middle Last
third third third

(Cu-
tered

on
peak

CONTRACTION

First Middle Last
third third third

tered
on leT-
minal
trough

(I) (x) () () () (6) (i) (8) (9) (10)

11/14- 8/i8- 4/19 *.8 83.9 106.7 106.6 1,8.7 1,6.7 111.0 917 78.1

4/19- 1/20- 9/21
9/lI- 3/23 7/14

984
48.4

6.g 116.1 101.3
65.3 80.z 1242

119.2
239.5

123.2 117.1 52.3
132.7 114.4 102.2

53.0
80.0

7/24-10/*6-12/27 69.5 90.0 98.4 111.6 107.4 105.0 1024 94.5 94.0

11/17- 6/59- 3/35 114.4 1*3.1 124.8 38.9 150.! ia8.l 83.3 32.3 49.1

Average
Average deviatioo

767*8 91.4 105.! 116.5
14.8 12.8 12.0

127.0
14.3

121.2 ,o.6 78.6
8.: 10.! 21.0

70.8t.8

DATES OF
EC1IIC CYCLES

o .M

e g 2
I..

(i)

1-11 11-111 11I-IV
EXPANSION

Trough First Middle
to to to

first middle last
third third third
(2) (3) (4)

1V-V

Last
third
to

peak()

V-V1 VI-Vil VlI-VIIIVIII.IX
CON TRACTION

Peak First Middle Last
to to to third

first middle last to
third third third trough
(6) (7) (8) (0)

11/14-7/18- 5/19 +3.4 +1.8 -0.' +1.7 -0.4 -2.0 -8.s -6.8
5/19-8/20- 7/lI +4.! +2.2 +2.5 -(--2.7 -0.8 -10.7 -20.4 -2.7
/*1-5/13 7/24 +3.6 +29 +6.5 +4-9 -2.8 -4.2 -2.8 -9.2
7/242/26-11/27 +4-4 +1.7 +1.8 +3-4 -5.5 -0.5 1.O 1.7

11/17-1/29- 8/3: +2.4 +0.7 +2.5 +24 -3° 3.0 -2.5 2.2

AveTage +3.6 +19 +2.4 +5.0 1.9 -4.1 5.0 -4.5
Average deviation 0.6 o.6 i.6 0.9 1.0 2.7 3.4 s.8
Av. interval (too.) 4.3 7.7 7.7 4.3 3.4 5.9 5.9 3-4
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TABLE 10
Table S5: Rate of Change from Stage to Stage
of Specific Cycles, Coke Production

AIr. CHANGE PER MO. IN SPECIFIC CYCLE RELATIVES EETWWI STAGES

Sample of



TLE 12
Sample of Table R2: Rate of Change from Stage to Stage

of Reference Cycles, Coke Produc lion
Al. (iIAME 11! 510. IN !vrIl}Ntr tItLE !FI.ATI5}S Twpr.1.11 11.111 III-IV tx-V V-VI Vt-Vu Vu-yin VILi.u.s

CONT!ACTI0 DAliTrough First Middle t.st Vcak Fimt 4idd)g Lst UFU"10 tO *0 third *0 Ii) th10 2 first n,itldk Ilsi to first tutcitile ls to
S

e -. third third third peak third third third(*1 (*) (s) (4) (s) (6) (7) (8) ()*2/*4 8/*8- 4/)9 +4-' +'-6 0.0 +i.6 - I. -2.3 1-7 --gi / ,

4119- t/*o- 9/ti -0.8 +7.7 5-9 +9.0 -4-I.I -09 -10.0
1

91!'- ./23- '7124 +4-3 +t.6 +6.8 +4-4 2.7 -4. --*1 --8v7/*4-t0/*6-I*/*7 +4.1 +1.0 4- i.6 -oS -1.0 -0.6 -i$ 9/21- 51
7/24)0

It/27 6/29- 3/33 +t.5 -4-0.3 +*.6 +3.2 -28 -q.i -2-I
.

it/27 6
Average +2.8 +2.6 +'.o +35 -3 -I.! -.a

,verage
Averanedes'iation a.6 2.0 s.s *6 1.1 t.i 5.1

average de
Av. intrr*al(nto.) 4.5 7-5 .s .6 6. 6. 6

Epanutare, of course, the same as the standings computed for initial ContEnt!
Cyrks. I

trough, peak, and terminal trough in Table 7. mid-expansion Cydes.
Cyck% I

and mid-contraction standings (stages LII and VII) are approxi.
Only the -

mated as closely as possible. If an expansion lasts three years, for
co1umn

example, the value in the second year is taken to represent stage
of the se

III. If it lasts four years, the stage III standing is computed by av-
UIflfl 41

eraging the two middle years. If the expansion lasts only two years,
refercuic-

we have to calculate a stage III standing by interpolation, that
rate of

by striking an average of the trough and peak values.1Tables io and i 2 arc prepared in the same way for annual as for
havior o

monthly data. Applied to annual data, however, the entries are
8 expre -

confined to the rate of change from trough to mid-expansion (1-
crence e

LII), mid-expansion to peak (III-V), peak to mid-contraction
cause so

(V-Vu), and mid-contraction to terminal trough (VIIIX).
even duMEASURES OF CONFORMITY TO BUSINESS CYCLES: MONTHLY DATA much, ifThe comparisons in Table 6 between specific and reference cycles eral busishow roughly how the wavelike movements in a given series con- Whileform to the movements in general business activity. Further light useful niis shed by the similarity or difference between the average specific with whi'cycle and the average reference cycle patterns of Tables 9 and . pansion -But it is desirable to measure explicitly the varying degrees of con- havior w

-;
formity.

conformiTable 13 gives the measures we seek. Column 4, derived from but not t
T For treatment of phases longer than four years, see Measuring Business expansiot

-
cycles, p. 199.
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Index of conformity to reference
£xpanhionu +200
contractions + oo
Cdes. trough to trough + ioo
Cyclea. peat. to peak + too
Cycles, both ways + too

'Only the sign of the difference is entered.

columns 2 and 3, supplies essential information on the conformity
of the series to business cycle expansions. That is, the entries in col-
umn 4 indicate the average rise or fall per month during successive
reference expansions; the average near the bottom is the average
rate of change during all the reference expansions covered by the
series. Column 7 supplies similar information concerning the be-
havior of the series during reference contractions. Finally, column
8 expresses the difference between the rates of change during ref-
erence expansions and contractions; this measure is needed be-
cause some series with rapidly rising trends continue to advance
even during reference contractions, and we wish to know how
much, if at all, the rate is intensified during expansions in gen-
eral business and diminished during contractions.

While the averages near the bottom of columns 4, 7, and 8 are
usefuL measures of conformity, they do not indicate the regularity
with which a series 'responds' to the stimuli of general business ex-
pansion and contraction. To bring out this feature of cyclical be-
havior we make a second set of conformity measures, 'indexes of
conformity', which take account of the direction of the movements
but not their magnitude. When a series riscs during a reference
expansion we mark it + ioo; when it remains unchanged we mark

.0 .0

a 2

(t)

Tolal
change

(a)

Inter,
val in
mo.
(s)

Ay.
change

per
mo.
(4)

Total
change
()

Inter,
val in

n,o.
(6)

Av.
change

per
mo.
(7)

I'. Sue.
ceding ceeding

ret. ref.
rEp. exp.'
(8) (g)

11/14- 8/sB- 4/ag +6.9 44.0 + 1.30 -40.6 8.o -5.08 -6.8
4f19 1/20- 9/21 +21)8 9.0 4-z.i -66.a 20.0 -3.31 --5.62
9/Il- 5/13- '7/14 +91.1 *0.0 j-4.56 -59.5 14.0 -4.25 -8.Ba
7/I4..2o/*6-l2/27 +379 27.0 4-1.40 15.4 14.0 -0.96 -t.6

silty- 61 tp- 3/33 +35.8 18.o + 1.99 101.t 45.0 -2.25 4.14

Avenge
Average deviation

+so.5
...

... +'.ar,
o.88

-6.r -3.17
1.25

-5.52
1.78
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TABLE 13
Sample of Table R3: Conformity to Business Cycles

Coke Production
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DATLS OF
UIWIICV CYCLIS

Ay. IHANG!
PER MO.
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it o; when it falls we mark it oo. By casting up the
algebraicsum of these entries for all cycles and dividing by their number, wget an index of conformity to reference expansions. This rt,entered at the bottom of colunn 4, may vary betwccn +100

(posi.tive conformity to all the reference expansions covered) and - 00(inverse conformity to all the expansions). An equal number ofpositive and inverse movements produces an mdcx of 0.8 To med-ure conformity to reference contractions we proceed similarly, buta decline in column ' is now marked + oo, and a risc ioo, for adecline means positive conformity to reference contractions and arise means inverse conformity.
Finally, we make indexes of conformity to business cycles aswholes. Here we wish to take account of the fact that sonie seriesrisc or decline throughout reference cycles, but at different ratesduring expansions and contractions. A preliminary index is oh.tamed by crediting each difference in column 8 with + too whenthe difference is minus, with - oo when it is plus, then strikinganarithmetic mean. This index shows merely the conformity to busi-ness cycles marked off by troughs; hence it is supplemented in col-umn by a similar index showing conformity to business cyclesmarked off by peaks. A weighted average of the two preliminaryindexes gives our final index of conformity to busine&s cycles takenas wholes. A value of +zoo means that the rate of change permonth during a reference contraction is without exception alge-braically lower than the rate of change during the preceding andfollowing expansions.

Table 13 illustrates these computations. The 'expansion index'is +100 because all entries in column 4 are plus. The 'contractionindex' is +100 because all signs in column 7 are negative. The pre-liminary 'full cycle index', taken on a trough to trough basis, is+100, as is the index of conformity to full cycles on a peak to peakbasis, since all signs in columns 8 and 9 are negative. The final fullcycle index is obviously + 100, since it is an average of two prelimi-nary indexes each of which is +ioo.The procedure illustrated in Table 13 is adequate for a series8 An index of + 50 means positive conformity in 3 and inverse conformity
in case out of ; an index of +33 means positive conformity in 2 and in-
verse conforsnity in s case out of 3.
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MEASURES OF CYCLICAL BEHAVIOR

like coke production which typically rises from reference stage Ito
V and declines from reference stage V to IX. For the many series
that normally lead or lag behind the turns of business activity the
results furnished by Table i would misrepresent their relation
to business cycles or the regularity with which they respond. For
such series, therefore, a second conformity table, 14, is prepared.

The preparation of Table 14 begins with an attempt to deter-
mine the reference cycle phases between which a series typically
rises. The usual procedure is to plot cycle by cycle the reference
patterns in Table ii. Each stage interval is then inspected to see
whether the series rose or fell during it. If there is no great regular-
ity between one business cycle arid the next, we dispense with
Table '4. If there is considerable regularity, we determine the
stages between which the series typically rises and those between
which it typically falls. The division of stages between expansion
and contraction need not be equal. Thus we may determine that a
series typically rises between stages I and VI and falls between VI
and IX, or rises between VII and II and falls between II and VII.
Only in rare cases, however, do we make divisions more unequal
than five stage intervals for expansion and three for contraction, or
vice versa.

Once the division of reference cycles has been decided upon, the
next step is to classify the series as 'positive', 'inverted', or 'neutral'.
This classification determines whether the specific cycles are to be
marked off from trough to trough or from peak to peak, and also
plays a part in the computation of Table '4. We class a division
of reference cycles as positive when the selected expansion segment
contains more stages in the reference expansion than in the con-
traction; or, what comes to the same thing, when the selected con-
traction segment contains more stages in the reference contraction
than in the expansion. We class the division of reference cycles as
inverted when the selected expansion covers more stages in the
reference contraction than in the expansion. When the selected ex-
pansion overlaps equally reference expansions and contractions,
the division is classed as neutral.

Whatever the division, it is applied uniformly in subsequent op-
erations to all the reference cycles covered by the series. When the
division is po8itive, the expansion segments are matched with ref-
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erence expansions and the contraction segments with contractjoWhen the division is inverted, the contraction egnet,matched with reference expansions and the expansion scgmewith contractions. When the division is neutral, the divisiontreated as if it were positive; that is, the expansion segments a
TABLE 14

Sample of Table K4: Conformity to Business Cycles
Timing Differences Recognizrd

Railroad Bond Yields
(Expansion coven stages Ill-VI. Expansions are matched withreference expansions.)

A .
Av.

Av. Prt- Soc.Inter, change Inter- ch*nge cedgceed,n
2 1 Total vii in per Total villa per ref. rei.

e. - change no. no. change no. no. cip. np.'

CI1ANGI Ill IEPI1ENCI
cYCLE PILATIVU DIJEIGITAGES hATCHED WITH &IFUENCI

CHAPTER 111552

A*. (HANGS
PU Mo.

DUkIc iTACIt
MATCHES
WITH Ill.

CUNTI. MINV$
THAT DIJ$JNC

STAGES
MATCHED

WITH

-0.1*

-0.30
--0.29

0.03

4.0-fl
-0.15
-0.64
-0.58
_O.411

'--0.3*

-041
0.33

+
+

Index of con(orinity to referenceExpansions
+47Cattpjønt

+ so
Cycles, trough to trough

+ 19
Cycles, peak to peak

-f 8
Cycles, both wayi

+68
'Computed on base of inverted cycle, June 1857-Oij, ,86o. Excluded from ay. and xv. dee.

Computed on bate omitting Aug.-Noy. 1914,Arfthmetic mean determined separately for each column. Hence (j) - (4) may
from (8) in the ia plate.4Measured from the mean.

Only the *ign of the difference Ii entered.

(i) (s) () (4) () (6) ()11/54'- 61,7-1*J8 ... -.-i8.8' *5.S _0.74*11/58-10/60- 6/6i +0.9 $1.5 -4o.o7 '*4.4 19.5 -0.856/Si- 4/65-Il/SI +15.4 t8. +0.89 0.0 0.00
11/67- 6/69-11/70 +s.* 12.3 +0.41 -6.3 315 -o.lo11/70-10/73- -6. 18.0 -0.*g *5.3 71.0 -o.$3/79- 3/81- 5/85 -4.1 *4.5 -0.17 -11.7 4*5 -0.18
5/83 3/87- 4/88 -4- 0.8 13.3 -4-0.06 -5.4 14.0 -0.1*4/88-. 7/90- 5/91 +3.1 15.5 +0.33 +0.6 I So +0.03
5/91- 1/93- 6/ge +0.6 13.0 +0.03 -3.5 *3.05/-i*/g- 6/g -2.0 i*. -o.16 -5.0 t6. 0.196/97-. 6/90-IlJoo 4.6 '5.5 -Q.30 + '.7 *5.0 + 0.07

11/00- 9/02- 8/04
8/04-. fo- 6/o8
6/oS- i/to- i/ia

+5-I
+7.9
+3.0

'4.3
19.0
14.0

+ 0.35
+ 0.41
+0.56

+5-5
4.5

+1.0
35.5
20.0
13.5

+ 0.10
-0.11
+o.o8

I/li- 1/13-11/14
10.0 +0.421 41.0 0.00111/14- 8/iS- 4/is + t6.6 13.5 +0.7* -4-s., 11.0 +0.19

4/19- I/to- 9/al +8.7 8.o +1.09 ---19.1 16. -0.1*
9/li- s/Is- 7/14 +5.7 *1.5 +0.46 -3.0 25.0 0.l1
7/l4-I0/16--,*f,

11/17- 6/19- 3/9
Avetage'
Average deviati

4.1
+1.0
+ 3.7

i6.o
*7.0

-0.16
+o.o6
+0.14

0.3*

+1.4
19.4

-6.1

20.5
6*.o +0.07

-0.51
0.17
0-to
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matched arbitrarily with reference expansions and the contraction
segments with contractions. For each senes we indicate the pro-
cedure by writing at the top of Table i what stages are consid-

ed characteristic of expansions, and whether expansions are
matched with reference expansions or contractions, implying that
contractions are matched with the other reference phase.9

The other steps in preparing Table io are like those for Table
13 except in one respect. For any given cycle the average rate of
change per month is computed uniformly for whatever stages have
been matched with expansion, not uniformly for stages I-V as in
Table 13. Similarly, the average rate of change per month is com-
puted for whatever stages have been matched with contraction,
not uniformly for stages V-I.
MEASURES OF CONFORMITY TO BUSINESS CYCLES: ANNUAL DATA

The procedure for preparing Table i from annual data is exactly
the same as from monthly data. Expansions and contractions, of
course, are marked off according to the calendar year, fiscal year,
or, in the case of single-date year end series, according to a special
end of year chronology. For Table 14, however, a choice of meth-
ods is open. If we proceed by the methods applied to monthly data,
the stages matched with reference expansions are restricted by the
five-stage pattern used for annual series. The stages matched with
expansions may, in principle, be I-Ill, I-V, I-Vu, III-V,1II-VII,
Ill-IX, V-Vu, V-IX, V-Ill, Vil-IX, Vu-hI, and Vu-V. In
practice, however, the alternatives are fewer. Since reference
phases and, in particular, American contractions, frequently last
only a year the standings at stages III and VII are often purely
artificial. There is, therefore, seldom enough solid evidence to
justify a division between typical expansions and contractions at
stage VII. And in short series it is often impossible to use stage
III. When stage VII is excluded, the choices arc I-Ill, I-V, III-V,
IhI-IX, V-IX, and V-Ill. When both III and VII are excluded,
the sole choices are I-V and V-IX, that is, Table '4 becomes im-
possible, and we are restricted to Table 13.

To avoid these difilculties another procedure was devised and

This paragraph and the one preceding are from Measuring Business Cycles,
pp. 188-9.
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is generally used in this study. instead of attempting to deterj Tthe timing of a series in terms of cycle stages, we use the regular endatiming measures described above to determine its tendency to lead tiredor lag in terms of months. Thus if a series tends to lead the 'et peakence dates by 12 months, we simply postdate it one year, then corn. yearpute its conformity on the basis of a typical expansion running werefrom stage I toV, as in Table 13. If a series tends to lag 12 months, chrowe predate it one year and again proceed as in Table 13. If a cal. busiendar year series tends to lag 6 months, we predate it 6 months, whetthat is, the figures for calendar years 1929, 1930, etc. are treated whelike figures for the fiscal years ended June 30, 1929, 1930, etc.Conformity is then computed on a typical expansion running fromstage I to V of the fiscal year reference cycles. If a calendar yearseries tends to lead 6 months, we postdate it 6 months; that is, cal.endar year figures for 1928, 1929, etc. are treated like figures forthe fiscal years 1929, 1930, etc. In this case again conformity in-dexes can be derived by matching the series synchronously withfiscal year reference dates. To give additional flexibility, special ref-erence dates were determined for years ending March 31 and Sep-tember 30. In this way we can deal with the following timing cate-gories in months (leads are marked -, lags +) , -s, 6, 3,synchronous, +3, +6, +9, and + 12. The full reference chronologyfor these timing categories is set forth in Table I 5. The timingmeasures are rounded to determine under which category a seriesfalls for the purpose of measuring conformity. Series that appearto lead or lag by more than one year are treated as if their lead orlag were only i 2 months.
The accuracy of this procedure obviously depends in part uponwhether we can determine the timing of the series whose conform-ity is to be measured. As will be shown below, however, timingmeasures from annual data cannot be assumed to be wholly re-liable. To reduce the danger of being misled we adhere to tWOrules. As in measuring the timing of annual data, only groups ofseries arc measured for conformity, and conclusions are drawnonly about the groups as wholes, not about individual mcmlxii.And we never measure conformity on other than a synchronousbasis unless the indicated lead or lag is based on at least seven com-parisons between specific and reference cycle turns.
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TABLE 15
Reference Dates for Annual Series with Various Leads or Lags

Relative to General Business
The years in each column are the calendar years when a process
may be expected to reach its peaks and troughs under the speci-

fied assumptions regarding its timing.

59

The procedure for end of year series is analogous to that for cal-
endar year series. The conformity of synchronous series is meas-
iucd by the chronology of the year ends when business reached its

and troughs. A year end series that tends to lag a quarter-
is predated 3 months, that is, its values are treated as if they

je for September 30. Conformity is then measured on a syn-
mous basis in conjunction with a September 30 chronology of

bigines cycle turns. In effect we observe our predated series to see
whether it regularly rises during expansions bounded by' years
when the September 30 levels of business were low or high, and

See Appendix B for notes on the derivation of this table.

12
(i)

LEAD ( - ), LAO6 - o
(a) (3) () ()

CALENDAR YEAR

(+), MONTRS
+3 +6 -1-9
(6) (7) (8)

SERIES

+i
()

Trough 1913 *914 1914 1914 1914 19*5 1915 1915 1915
pe 1917 1917 1917 1917 1918 igiB 1918 tgi8 1919
Trough 1918 igi8 tgi8 1918/19 1919 1919 1919 1919/20 1920
Peak 1919 1919 1919 1919/20 1920 1920 1920 1920/21 1921
Trough igao 1920 1921 1921 1921 1921 1922 1922 1922
Peak 1922 1922 1922 1923 1923 1923 1923 1924 1924
Trough 1923 1923 1923 1924 1924 1924 1924 1925 1925
Peak 1925 1926 1926 1926 1926 1927 1927 1927 1927
Trough 1926 1927 1927 1927 1927 £928 £928 1928 1928
Peak 1928 ig8 1928 1929 1929 1929 1929 1930 1930
Trough *93! £931 1932 1932 1932 1932 1933 1933 1933
Peak *936 *936 1936 1936 1937 1937 1937 *937 1938
Trough 1937 *937 1938 1938 1938 1938 1939 1939 1939

YEAR END SERIES
Peak 191! 1911 1912 1912 1912 1912 1913 1913 1913
Trough 1913 1913 1913 1914 1914 1914 1914 1915 1915
Peak *916 igi6 1917 1917 1917 1917 1918 igiS 1918
Trough 1917 1917 1918 1918 igiS 1918 1919 1919 1919
Peak igi8 iqi8 1919 1919 1919 1919 1920 1920 1920
Trough 1919 1920 1920 1920 1920 1921 192! 1921 1921
Peak £921 1922 1922 1922 1922 1923 1923 1923 £923
Trough 1922 1923 1923 1923 1923 1924 1924 1924 1924
Peal £925 1925 1925 1926 iga6 1926 1926 1927 1927
Trough £926 1926 1926 1927 1927 1927 1927 £928 1928
Peak 1927 1928 1928 1928 1928 *929 1929 1929 £929
Trough 1931 1931 1931 1932 1932 1932 1932 *933 1933
Peak 1935 *936 3936 1936 1936 1937 1937 1937 *937
Trough 1936 1937 1937 1937 1937 1938 *938 1938 1938
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whether it regularly falls during contractions bounded by theseyears but looking from peaks to troughs. An end of year series thatlags one-half year is predated 6 months and matched with a June3o chronology. An end of year series that leads one-half year ispostdated 6 months, that is, figures for December 31, 928 and1929 are treated like figures for June 30, 1929 and 1930, respec-tively. Its conformity is then measured on a June 30 chronology.
Similar procedures are applied to other timing categories rangingfrom 42-month leads to i 2-month lags. The reference chronologyused in conjunction with year end series is set forth in the lowerhalf of Table z.

AVERAGES AND AVERAGE DEVIATIONS
Most of the measures described above are made for ever), refer-ence and for every specific cycle covered by a series, then averagedfor each set of cycles. When averages are struck for all the cydescovered by a series, features peculiar to single cycles tend to fade,while features common to all or most cycles tend to stand outprominently.

In general, the more cycles a series covers, the greater isour conSfidence that the average discloses faithfully what cyclical behavioris typical of the economic process represented. But in analyzingprice and value series, we usually exclude cycles affected by gravemonetary disturbances from the averages. We make exclusionsalso when some exceptionally powerful random factor, such as amajor strike, has warped an individual cycle out of resemblanceto other cycles iii the array. When a long series gives definite indi-cations of having undergone a secular orstructural change, we di-vide it into relatively homogeneous segments and compute an av-erage for each segment.
Our attempt to find what cyclical behavior is characteristic ofdifferent economic processes does not end in the contemplation ofaverages, for a leading feature of specific and of business cycles isthat they vary in length, intensity, and other respects. To keep thisfeature prominently before our minds, we compute average devi-ations from the averages. These deviations are simple measures ofthe degree to which the figures for individual cycles in a series artclustered about the arithmetic means which we use to represent'central tendencies'.
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CHARTS OF CYCLICAL PATTERNS

Several results of our analysis that lend themselves readily to
graphic presentation are embodied in charts of cyclical patterns.
The sample for coke production, Chart 2, piCtures the averages
and average deviations in Tables 9 and ii, and certain additional

aJures from Tables 6, 10, and 12. The curves trace the SpeCifIC
and reference cycle patterns made by averaging the standings of
the individual cycles at each of the nine stages in Tables g and ix.
Since coke production corresponds closely in timing to business
cycles, the two patterns are almost identical. The more irregular
the timing of a series in relation to business cycles, the smaller will
be the amplitude of the reference cycle pattern relative to that of
the specific cycle pattern. The representative value of the two pat-
terns is indicated by the lengths of the vertical lines, which show
the average deviations of the individual cycles from their average
standings at the nine stages.

The long horizontal lines above and below the cyclical patterns
represent the average lengths of the specific and reference cycles.
We call them 'duration lines'. The vertical lines representing the
average deviations from the average standings are dropped from
or erected at the midpoints of the cycle stages. The ruler at the
bottom of the chart defines the time scale; with its aid all durations
can be approximated.

When, as in coke production, the specific and reference cycles
correspond to each other, the two duration lines are placed so that
they show average leads or lags. When specific and referencecycles
do not correspond throughout, the duration lines are so placed that
the peak standings of the two patterns are aligned vertically.

With a few exceptions when amplitudes are very wide, the
charts of cyclical patterns presented below were drawn to a strictly
uniform set of scales. However, to help the reader understand our
method, the scales in Chart 2 are larger. The explanatory com-
ments are not repeated for subsequent charts, nor arc the scale
numbers for average deviations of the standings in successive cycle

stages.
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2 Reliability of Annual Data
Most business cycles in the United States and, indeed, in other
major commercial Countries, are relatively brief. The National
Bureau has identified 21 business cycles between 1854 and 1938
in the United States.1° Their average length was almost exactly
four years. Only 6 were longer; the others lasted 48 months or
k The brevity of most business cycles greatly restricts the num-
ber of observations that can be made on annual data. In a 4-year
cycle in which expansion and contraction are equal, we might
have 5 annual observations: one at the initial trough, one at the
peak, one at the terminal trough, and one each at mid-expansion
and mid-contraction. If expansion and contraction are not equal,
the observations on the shorter phase are reduced to 2, and if the
full cycle itself is shorter than 4 years, the number of observations
may be no more than 2 on expansion or contraction.

In these circumstances, annual data necessarily distort, in
greater or less degree, our view of the actual cyclical behavior of
economic series. This happens partly because some cycles that ap-
pear in a monthly series are skipped in its annual form; more
rarely because annual data inject cycles not found in the monthly
series. Corresponding cycles in monthly and annual series, more-
over, are likely to be of different length and shape. A monthly
series may reach a cyclical peak in June of a given year, but in an-
nual form it may reach a peak in the same year or in the year pre-
ceding or following. Thus the form of the data may affect the tim-
ing as well as the length of the cycles in a series. For closely cor-
responding cycles, when both monthly and annual data turn in the
same year, the amplitude of the swing in the latter is necessarily
less, since in monthly series the standing at the peak covers the
three months centered on the highest value attained during the
cycle, and the standing at the trough the three months centered
on the lowest value. The same results arc probable even when the
cycles in the annual and monthly data do not correspond closely.
Annual data not only distort results; they seriously reduce the in-
formation yielded. The year is a coarser unit of measurement than
the month or the quarter, a matter of obvious importance when
timing and duration are to be measured. Used with caution, how-

10Ibid., p. 78.
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ever, and a knowledge of their limitations, annual data canof great value.
In what ways and to what degree will our measures be affe

by the use of annual data? For a detailed discussion and the resujbof many illwninating tests, readers arc referred to Measuri,ig Bun.ness Cycles, Chapter 6. The argument below is confined to tthree measures we use most frequently: timing, amplitude andconformity.
liMING

We measure the timing of annual data by comparing the montl)Jyreference cycle turn with the midpoint of the Corresponding an-nual specific cycle turn. We prefer this procedure to the altern.tivecomparing an annual specific cycle turn with the midpointof the corresponding annual reference turn. Test compa-i sup.port this preference," as does the logic of the case. We take as Ourstandard the results that would be attained by comparing montlyspecific cycle turns with monthly reference cycle turns. The methodwe prefer will produce an error whenever the monthly speci&cycle turn does not Occur at the midpoint of the year in which theannual series reaches a peak or trough; in the case of year endseries, whenever it does not occur at the end of the year in Whichthe annual series turns. But a procedure that depends upon corn-parisons of midpoints of annual specifIc cycle turns with midpoiof annual reference turns can be in error because it misplaces theone or the other, and these sources of error will tend to augmentmore often than they will tend to offset each other.12
Ibid., Table 6r.

'TCafl the proccdus-' by which monthly specific Cycle turns are comparedwith monthly reference turns Method A; that by which annual specific cycleturns are compared with monthly reference turns Method B; and that bywhich annual specific cycle turns are compared with annual reference turnsMethod C. If M stands for the monthly Specific cycle turn and N for themonthly reference turn, timing by Method A M - N. Timing by MethodB - M + S - N, where S is the distortion in the timing of the specificcycle turn caused by annual data. Timing by Method C = (M + S) (N+ R), where R is the distortion in the timing of the reference turn causedby annual data. The difference between Method5 A and B i, S; that betweenMethods A and C is S - R.
Whether Method B will yield a better approximation to Method A thanMethod C depen on whether S - B. tends to exceed S. For any group of
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The elimination of distortion due to the misplacement of the
date of reference cycle turns, however, still leaves important sources
of error due to the misplacement of specific cycle turns. Since most
of the annual data used below are end of year series, our argument
is dcveloped with reference to such series. With minor modifica-
tions, however, it is applicable to annual data generally.

Individual timing comparisons made with end of year data are
usually in error since the true specific cycle turn is unlikely to occur
precisely at the year end. The reliability of annual timing meas-
ures, therefore, depends upon averaging many observations. Yet
the average of even many observations will yield a poor approxi-
mation to the true timing if the direction of the displacement of
the specific cycle turns in the annual data is biased relative to the
true dates or, in the absence of bias, if the errors do not offset one
another sufficiently in a small sample.

The displacement may be biased if, in the period under review,
the monthly reference cycle turns usually occur nearer the begin-
ning than the ends of years, or the reverse. Consider a series, A,
with monthly turns that are synchronous with reference turns. If
the reference turns usually occur in the second half of calendar
yeats, the specific cycle turns in the year end version of series A will
tend to come at the ends of the years in which the reference turns
occur rather than at their beginning, other things being equal. An
average of individual timing measures would be biased in the di-
rection of a lag. Similarly, if the reference turns usually occur in
the first half of calendar years, the measure of timing from annual
data would be biased in favor of a lead.

refercnce cycles R may be plus, minus, or zero on the average. II many series
axe analyzed for the period covered by reference cycles, the expectation is

that S will be plus in as many cases as it will be minus. Now if R is zero,
the results of Method B will agree with those of Method C. If S is zero on
the average, S - K must exceed S, unless K too is zero, in which case
Methods B and C again give the same results. If S and R arc of opposite
sign, then S - R once more must exceed S. And the same will be true when
S and R are of the same sign whenever R > 25. Hence there is a greater
probability that (S - K) > S than that (S - K) < S. The expectation,
therefore, is that Method B will give a better approximation to Method A

than will Method C.
This argument is adapted from Measuring Business Cycles, p. 229, note 25.
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This particular source of error, fortunately, is unlikely to trous much. In the period since 1913, with which this study is gener-ally concerned, National Bureau reference dates are fairly evenlydistributed over the calendar year."

NUMBER OF PEAKS AN ThouoHs
1913-38 1919-38 1913-38 1919.38January 2 1 July i

August o
Februarr o o

september i
March
Aim! October IMay

November o oJune
December 2

Another, more important, source of bias will exist if the shapesof specific cycles are such as to throw the peaks and troughs of ayear end series back to the ends or forward to the beginnings of theyears in which the turns of a corresponding monthly series occur.For example, the peaks in the year end version of a monthly seriesthat declines more slowly immediately after passing its peaks thanit rises toward its peah will tend to come at the ends of the yearsin which the peaks of the monthly series occur. Indeed, they maynot come until the end of the next year. A year end series of thutype would tend to show lags on the average, whatever the timingof its cycles in the monthly data. The reverse, of course, would betrue if the monthly data generally fell away more rapidly aftertheir peaks than they rose toward them.Even if these sources of bias were completely absent, in the sensethat the average timing measured from annual data would be ac-curate when based upon a large number of observations, the er-ron of individual
observations may not cancel in a limited num-ber of cycles. This possibility is heightened somewhat by the factthat annual data sometimes skip cycles that occur in monthly data,thereby reducing the number of comparisons yielded by a givennumber of cycles. The seriousness of these sources of errorcan beappraised only by comparing results from monthly and annualdata. To this end we prepared average timing measures for"If we call January 0.5, February 5.5, March 2.5, December 51.5, and so

on, a perfectly even distributjo of reference cycle turns would yield an
'average' turn with a value of 6, But the 'average' reference turn since 5913
has a value of .8 and the 'average' turn since 1919 a value of 5.6. Moz
over, the distribution of reference cycle turns by months is markedly even.
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monthly and annual data for 6 series. In order to approximate the
kind of annual data used in this study, we constructed annual series
from December values, and computed average leads and lags for
periods coVering 5 OF 6 reference cycles.

The discrepancies between the measures derived from monthly
and annual data are serious but not so large as to render annual
data unusable. The average difference is roughly 2.6 months, and
more than 75 percent of the measures from annual data are within

months of the measures yielded by monthly data.

TABLE i6
Average Timing of Specific Cycles during Brief Periods, Six

American Series, Monthly and Annual (December) Data

67

The sources of this and other tables of Chapter 3 arc described in Measur-
INg Business Cycles, p. 21 o, notes 6 and 7.

In comparing monthly reference dates and the turns of year end or other
single-date series, we omit leads or lags longer than 24 months in order to
avoid prejudicing averages based on few comparisons. Accordingly, one lead
was omitted in each case designated by an asterisk.
M: monthly date; A: annual.

I

rwoo
(X)YU observations

1879-1897
i897.1914
1914-1933

TIMING AT P.ECPIENCE PFAS TIMING AT REEERf\CE 1ROtGIIS
Av. 1esd (-) Av. lead (-)

Number of or lag (+). Number of or lag +).
months ob,crvations months

MA M A MA M A
DEFLATED CLEARINGS

5 3 +3.8 1.3 5 -6. 4.7
5 3 +4.2 +1.7 5 3 7.4 -8.3
4 2 +1.2 -3.5 5 3 -3.8 0

PlO IRON PRODUCTION
1879.1897 +o.8 1.3 5 2 -3.2 -5.5
1897.1914 5 5 +3.4 +0.4 5 5 -7.2 -6.6
1914-1933 5 5 +1.4 i.a 6 6 -0.3 +0.2

RAILROAD STOCK PRICES
1858-1888 5 5 7.6 8.4 5 5 -13.4 14.8
i888-igo8 6 5 2.2 4.4 6 5 1.2 1.O

1908-1933 6 5 7.3 2.8 7 7 -8.6 -7.7
SHARES TRADED

1879-1897 5 5 -11.4 -7.6 5 4 2.2 _2.O*

1897-1914 5 4 12.0 13.5 5 4 -4.8 -5.2
1914-1933 5 4 -7.8 -52.2 6 5 -6.5 -3.2

CALL MONEY RATES
1858-1888 6 6 -3.3 -8.o 6 6 1.2 -2.3
1888-1908 6 6 +4.2 2.7 6 6 +3.0 +1.2
1908-1933 7 6 -1.0 2.0 7 6 +2.6 +4.2

RAILROAD BOND YIELDS
i88-i888 6 6 +9.2 +8.o 6 6 +17.8 +11.7
I8-t9O8 5 4 +9.2 +8.2 5 4 +14.4 +10.5
1908-1933 5 5 +4.8 +7.8 5 +i.8 +8.a
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In one respect the comparisons of Table I 6 put the results to be 
expected from our inventory materials in a less favorable light 
than is just. The averages are usually based on 6 comparisons or 
fewer; in some cases on only 2 or 3· Our timing measures on an
nual inventory data are usually based on 7 to I o comparisons. To 
do this, however, we have to lump together observations on peaks 
and troughs, a procedure that would increase the likelihood of 
error if the timing of stocks at peaks and troughs were significantly 
different. Since we have not found any evidence of such a differ
ence in annual inventory data, it seems valid to combine our com
parisons at peaks and troughs into single averages. \Ve expect the 
results to be somewhat better than those suggested by Table I6. 

For all that, annual data can obviously provide only crude indi
cations of timing. We attempt therefore to safeguard our results by 
taking two precautions. First, we disregard small differences in 
timing relations-differences of, say, less than 3 or 4 months. 
Secondly, we confine attention to results that appear to be charac
teristic of manufacturing as a whole as judged by a consensus of 
nine or ten groups of industries. 

AMPLITUDE 

When cycles m the monthly and annual forms of a series cor
respond closely in time, the amplitudes of the latter will almost 
always be smaller. The reason, as already stated, is that in monthly 
series the standing at the peak covers the 3 months centered on the 
highest value attained during the cycle, and the standing at the 
trough covers the 3 months centered on the lowest value. The 
peaks and troughs of calendar or fiscal year data, of course, cover 
many more months and cannot stand as high as the peak value or 
as low as the trough value in monthly series. When the cyclical 
peaks and troughs of the monthly series occur in the same years as 
those in the annual series, the rule hardly admits of exception, H 

and the same relations may be expected to hold in a large major
ity of cases when the cyclical turns of monthly and annual data 
occur in different years, if the cycles correspond approximately. 

H The rule might be upset in rare instances if a random peak or trough is 
disregarded in marking off specific cycles in monthly data, or if the month 
preceding and the month succeeding the peak (trough) month are suffi
ciently below (above) the calendar year average. 
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The same relations may be expected to hold also when single-
date annual series are in question, but now two further exceptions
must be noted, If the highest value in a monthly series occurs in
dose proximity to the day or month when the annual series reaches
its peak, the monthly peak may be lower than the annual since
peaks in monthly series are 3-month averages centered on the high-
est value. The relation may be upset also if random high or low
values occur on the day or month for which the annual data are
reported and if they are taken to be the annual, but not the
monthly, cyclical peaks or troughs, as is likely to be the case. That
annual data tend to yield smaller amplitudes than monthly data,
however, is the basic rule whatever the form of the annual data,
and it leaves its imprint clearly on test comparisons.

It has been established also that the reduction in amplitude pro-
duced by annual summarizing varies inversely to the length of
cyclical phases, though several other factors combine to cause the
degree of reduction to vary widely: the months in which the cy-
clical turns occur, the amplitude of the movement relative to the
underlying trend, and the patterns of both the cyclical swing and
of the random fluctuations that accompany it.15

These factors serve to make uneven the damping effect of an-
nual data even for cycles that correspond to those in monthly data.
The degree of reduction in measures of average amplitude from
annual data is rendered still more uneven by the fact that annual
data sometimes skip cycles that occur in monthly data and inject
cycles not found in monthly data. If annual data skip a contrac-
tion in a series with a rising trend, their expansion will tend to
almost equal the sum of the two monthly expansions they span. If
they skip two successive contractions in these circumstances, their
total rise will comprise three expansions in the monthly series.
When they skip cycles, the average amplitude of the remaining
cycles tends to be larger than it otherwise would be and, in some
conditions, larger than the average amplitude measured from
monthly data. When they inject cycles, the reverse will, of course,

be true, but this happens much less frequently.
The effect of all these factors, which in the aggregate tend to re-

duce the amplitude of cycles in annual data but which do so un-

"See Measuring Bwinus Cycles, pp. 230-2.
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evenly, is illustrated in Table z7. To preserve the erratic e1rccthat may be expected to characterize single-date series such as theend of year inventory data, our annual series are based o the De-
cember values of the sample series.

Trni 17
Average Amplitude of Specific Cycles, Six American Series duringBrief Periods, Monthly and Annual (December) Data

AN. AY. A %N0.OJ A?. ... -'-.....- 1-I;Lf EtLATIVPS MONTHLY1WOD cvau - Lie Pall RIse & fall
RIMco'ZIZD M A P4 A P4 A M A Ri Fall & JI

(i) (a) () () () (6) () (8) (9) (to) (,,)
DEPLATED CLEARINOS

1878-1893 5 3 29.6 38.8 19.5 11.7 42.1 50.5 i1893.19z0 5 3 27.3 35.9 10.0 10.1 37.3 46.0 132 10i 1251910-1933 5 3 23.7 32.1 i.6 21.9 41.3 54.0 135 124 i3PlO IRON PRODUCTION
6 78.2 44.4 52.9 106.7 130.5 126 ii$1896.1914 64.4 60.2 4 . 48.1 '12.8 108.4 93 zoo g6'9'4-'g3 5 6 29.4 71.5 40.0 131.0 69.3 49 56 53RAILROAD STOCK PRICES1857.z889 6 6 45.8 33.6 30.6 i8., 76.4 i.6 7 59 681889.1907 6 29.2 27.6 22.7 20.1 51.9 47.7 95 89 ga'907-1932 6 6 31.7 25.i 42.0 34.4 73.7 595 79 8 8i

SHARES TRADED1878.1897 5 5 7 6o., 73.1 55. 147.6 zi6.o 8i 76 7
1897.1914 5 4 io8.o 76.4 111.5 87.6 219.5 164.1 71 79 7
1914.1933 5 4 IIr.7 101.3 92.6 67.7 204.3 169.0 91 73 8CALL MONEY RArB51850.188o ' 8 109.9 37.1 1o8.a 32.4 218.1 69.4 34 30 321880.1904 8 8 1416 94.0 147.9 95.9 289.5 189.1 66 64 6c'9°4zgi 8 8 95.6 59.9 91.9 63.6 i86.8 123.6 63 70 6RAILROAD BOND Y1PTnc1860.1876 6 . 12.3 9.8 14.4 18.4 26.6;fl., So 128 io61876-tgo 5 7.4 4.6 12.8 8.o 20.2 12.6 62 62 62'9°5-'93i 7 6 13.0 12.0 io.8 8.g 23.7 20.8 92 82 88Average of all compariso,

86.3 82.6 85.0Average deviation
22.8 19.5 21.4M: monthly data; A: annu. The periods COyy, approximately, succcuivethird1 of the specific cycles in rnonthJy data.

Table '7 illustrates the strong tendency for annual data to un-derstate amplitude Of the z8 comparj of total rise and fall(col. 12) 13 show smaller amplitur in the annual series than inthe monthly. The average degree of understatement is nearly 15percent. This, however, is relatively unimpant If the degree ofunderstatement were fairly constat we could readily allow for it.
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In any case, our usual concern is not with the absolute amplitude
of a series but with judgments about the relative amplitudes of
two or more annual series. But the variation in the measures
yielded by annual data is great. During 1910-33 cycles in annual
reports of deflated clearings had an amplitude 31 percent larger
than those in monthly reports. During 1858-80 the amplitude of
cycles in call money rates was 68 percent lower in the annual than
in the monthly data. For the i8 comparisons of total rise and fall
the average deviation from the mean relative amplitude of annual
data compared with monthly was 21 percentage points.

Divergences from the mean degree of understatement are wid-
est when the annual data either skip several cycles or inject an
extra cycle. Thus every comparison in which the average ampli-
tude measured from annual data was wider than that measured
from monthly data involved annual data that skip two or more
cycles recognized in the monthly data. The two cases in which the
annual data inject a cycle yielded the only comparisons in which
the average amplitude was less than half as large as that measured
from monthly data.

To render measures of amplitude from annual data useful at all,

we use a combination of procedures. First, amplitudes computed
from annual data are never compared with those based on monthly
data. Secondly, we confine our conclusions to those supported by
several series. For example, we base judgments about the relative
amplitude of output and inventories for manufacturers in general
on measures for nine or ten industry groups. Thirdly, we supple-

ment averages of cyclical amplitude based on all specific cycles ob-

served in two series with averages based only on corresponding cy-

cles. In this way the extreme variations illustrated by Table i 7 arc

avoided.
CONFORMITY

The erratic influences exercised by annual reporting upon the

number of cycles, their timing, and their pattern combine to ren-

der conformity measures from annual data less reliable than their

monthly counterparts. Since annual data sometimes skip contrac-

tions when the secular trend of a series is rising, they tend to un-

derstate conformity to reference contractions in growing activities.

And since they sometimes skip expansions when the secular trend

7'
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is falling, they tend to underestimate conformity to reference ex
pansion in declining activities. The displacement of peaks and 
troughs, sometimes forward, sometimes backward in time, helps 
to conceal regular response to business cycles. Moreover, when 
there is evidence of a regular lead or lag it can be allowed for more 
flexibly in monthly or quarterly data. An additional trouble is the 
irregular way in which annual data alter the patterns of cycles. 
Finally, if a reference peak or trough is misdated by a year, this is 
likely to affect the conformity indexes of annual data, while the 
smaller errors that might be made in monthly reference dates 
would generally have slight influence on the indexes of monthly 
series. It may be expected that if an activity conforms well to busi
ness cycles annual data will yield conformity indexes that tend to 
understate its true conformity. If an activity conforms poorly, an-

TABLE 18 

Conformity of Monthly and Annual (Calendar Year) 
Data to Business Cycles, Six American Series 

NO, STAGES 
OF MATCHED 

REF. WITH REF. 
CYCLES* EXP. INDEX OF CONFORJ\IITY TO REF. 

Exp. Contr. Cycle 
DEFLATED CLEARINGS 

Monthly, 1879-1933 15 VIII-V +100 +73 +86 
Annual, 1878-1932 15 I-V +1oo +7 +86 

PIG I R 0 N PRODUCTION 
Monthly, 1879-1933 15 I-V +roo +xoo +1oo 
Annual, 1878-1932 15 I-V +1oo +73 +100 

RAILROAD STOCK PRICES 
Monthly, I858-1933 19* VIII-IV +79 +6o +74 
Annual, 1858-1932 I9* I-V +68 +40 +63 

SHARES TRADED 
Monthly, 1879-1933 15 VIII-IV +87 +73 +93 
Annual, 1878-1932 15 I-III +87 +47 +86 

CALL MONEY RATES 
Monthly, I858-1933 19* I-V +68 +1oo +100 
Annual, 1858-1932 19* I-V +79 +68 +84 

RAILROAD BOND YIELDS 
Monthly, I 858-1933 19* III-VI +47 +30 +68 
Annual, 1858-1932 19* III-VII +26 +35 +63 
Source: Measuring Business Cycles, Table 82, p. 266. 
*The contraction and full cycle indexes cover an additional reference con
traction at the beginning of the series. 



1 But bear in mind the instability of our conformity indexes! One defection

lfl 19 cases reduces the index from 100 to 84 as in Call Money Rates; One

defection in five cases reduces the index from 100 to 6o, etc. See ibid., pp.

183-5, 195.

H

STAGES LEAD()
MATCHED
WITUREP. LAO(+),

EXP.

OR

MONTHS INDEX OF CONFORMITY TO RRF.
Exp. Contr. Cycle

DEFLATED CLEARINGS
Monthly, 1914-1933 VIH-V +ioo +6o +56
Annual, 1914-1932 0 +100 20 +78

PIG IRON PRODUCTION
Monthly, 1914-1933 1-v +100 +100 +100
Annual, 1914-1932 o +6o +20 +33

RAILROAD STOCK PRICES
Monthly, 1914-1933 Vu-Ill +20 +6o +33
Annual, 1913-1931 6 +20 +20 +33

SHARES TRADED
Monthly, 1914-1933
Annual, 1913-1931

Vill-Ill 4-ioo6 +60
+6o
+6o

+100
+56

CALL MONEY RATES
Monthly, 1914-1933
Annual, 1914-1932

I-V +6°
+3 +6°

+100
+6o

+100
+100

RAILROAD BOND YIELDS
Monthly, 1914-1933 I-V +20

+6 +6o
+80
+6o

+56
+56

Annual, 1914-1932
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nual data will yield conformity indexes that may be either higher
or lower than monthly data would yield.

The quantitative importance of these various difficulties can,
of course, be judged only by comparing results from monthly and
annual series (Table i 8). The indexes from annual data arc usu-
ally lower than those from monthly data. In only a few cases, how-
ever, are they much lower.' In only two comparisons, moreover,
are they higher, and then by only minor amounts.

These fairly favorable indications may, however, reflect the
relative stability introduced into our measures by the large num-
ber of cycles covered by the six test series. Table 19, covering five

T 19

Conformity of Monthly and Annual (December)
Data to 5 Business Cycles, Six American Series



reference cycles, provides a sterner test. The annual data here em-ployed are of the one month per year variety which resemble ourend of year inventory data more closely than annual aggregates.
Conformity measures of the annual data arc made by the specialmethod described in Section i and applied to annual data in therest of this study.

Reducing the number of cycles does indeed widen the diver-
gence between the indexes yielded by monthly and annual data.The results, however, are still quite good. In on.' series, pig iron
production, the annual indexes would cause us to be doubtfWabout the response to business cycles when, in fact, conformity washighly regular. In the other five series the indications of conform..ity yielded by the annual measures are generally accurate in viewof the instability of our indexes when few cycles are compared.%4,re these comparisons of conformity measures are fairly re-assuring, the erratic action of annual data must be borne in mmd.Low indexes are not necessarily inconsistent with regular associa..tion, and sometimes the index may be high when confonnity is low.Our practice, therefore, is to base our findings on the showing ofseveral indicators and to reach positive conclusions only when thereis a fair consensus.




